Sight Documentary Event Planned
for OAM’s Southbridge Meeting

Fall 2016

As part of the tradition of hosting special
events on Saturday evening, this year will
be spectacular! Dinner will be served at
the Optical Heritage Museum at 12 Crane
Street and allow people to socialize and
see what’s new at the museum. Shuttles
will run continuously from the hotel and
the museum.
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Major plans are underway for the OAM
November 5th and 6th meeting in
Southbridge! Attendees can look forward
to diverse education choices on both Sunday and on Saturday afternoon at the
Southbridge Hotel and Conference Center
and at the Optical Heritage Museum.

At 8pm, the hotel lobby will be transformed into a Hollywood “Zeiss Blue Carpet” atmosphere and the newly released
Sight: The Story of Vision film, narrated
by Sir Elton John, will
be screened for the first
time in MA in the Prism
Theater. Special guests
for the event will be
Emmy award winning
producer and filmmaker
Kris Koenig, Mark
Mattison-Shupnick and
ophthalmologist David A. Fleishman,
MD. The film was shown at Vision Expo
West and Opticon in September and has
generated a lot of excitement for both the
power of its presentation and its multimedia delivery system.
To understand why the Sight documentary
has taken the optical industry by storm, it
helps to know more about the development of the project. In April, 2008, Emmy
award winning filmmakers Kris Koenig
and Anita Ingrao were working on the
PBS science special “400 Years of the
Telescope” when Anita contacted Dr.
Fleishman through his website
www.antiquespectacles.com trying to
source an image of pair of late 1300s
spectacles.
400 Years of the Telescope was part of a
$3M award to create a set of intercon-

nected media to help teach the history of the
telescope and the science of astronomy. The
set included the documentary, a planetarium
film titled Two Small Pieces of Glass, an
optical bench in a box and activities guide, a
detailed website, and a companion book.
The project also included a research component that studied the effectiveness of the
model of multiple linked learning pathways.
400 Years of the Telescope was aired in
April 2009 and went on to receive five
primetime broadcasts by the network and in
the proceeding five years a total of 8,850
broadcasts by PBS affiliates.
Fast forward to the late summer of 2013.
Wrapping up the completion of the film Assaulted: Civil Rights Under Fire, Anita
wanted to produce a film on the history of
spectacles as well as a set of interconnected
media like 400 Years of the Telescope. Kris,
however, felt that the history of eyeglasses as too
limiting of subject to fill an
hour documentary. Heated
discussions between the
two filmmakers followed
that resulted in a compromise to produce a comprehensive film on human
vision.
Kris and Anita use advisory boards with
content experts to help guide and fact check
their films. That’s where Dr. Fleishman
comes back in to the filmmaker’s lives.
Anita reached out to David with the concept
of the film and to seek help forming the
Contd on page 4

Blair Wong will host Sight producer Kris Koenig in
the Prism Theater in Southbridge on Sat Nov 5th
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Please support them!

President’s Message
Dear Fellow Opticians,
As I write this letter on the first day of Autumn, I’d like to
take a look ahead to a busy future for the OAM.
The 18th Annual Scholarship and Education Golf Tournament, sponsored by the Opticians Association of Massachusetts, was held on Sunday, September 18th, at Blackstone
National Golf Course in Sutton, MA
From September 29 through October 2nd, a group of OAM
directors will attend Opticon, which is the new name for
the 9th Annual ABO NCLE National Opticians Conference
in Orlando, Florida. For the first time we will be travelling
with about 30 BFIT students who were all awarded a grant
from the CLSA!
On November 5th and 6th we will conduct our Fall Education Conference and Annual Business Meeting at the
Southbridge Hotel & Conference Center, (the former
American Optical Main Plant.) Be sure to sign up for the
Saturday events too – we are most excited to be showing
the Massachusetts premiere of the “Sight: The Story of Vision” an absolutely amazing documentary narrated by Sir
Elton John! You won’t want to miss this!
On a personal note, my presidency will be up in November.
It seems as if we were celebrating at our 75th anniversary
black tie gala just a few short months ago. But since then
we have continued to move forward. February saw the start
of our billboard campaign across the state to increase
awareness of the role and importance of Opticians. Much
of the year too was consumed by the tireless rallying of the
Board to develop a strategy to defend the importance of our
licensure in the face of the Governors Executive Order to
eliminate licensing and regulation wherever possible, and
then to attend and speak at all of the Board of Registration
listening sessions, monthly, and special meetings.
I cannot begin to tell you how much I have enjoyed serving such a great association. Massachusetts has the greatest
opticians, and an incredible state association, like no other,
and well renowned nationwide. I am so proud to be affiliated with it. I know with certainty that we will continue to
become better and stronger, and do so much more under the
upcoming presidency of George (GJ) Bourque.
I’d like to thank my Board of Directors,
Blair Wong, the greatest Executive Director
in the country, and all of our sponsors and
members for making the OAM the great
Association we are!

OAM Saturday Evening Cornea-copia
The OAM invites all to join us Saturday evening
(November 5th) for an exciting celebration of our profession's history and future. The events, beginning at
5:00pm, and concluding at 11:00pm, will take place at
the site of our annual conference, the Southbridge Hotel
and also at the Optical Heritage Museum down the street.
Continuous shuttle service will begin at 4:45pm at the
hotel. Like the layers of the cornea, the events of the evening will be presented in five segments:
Epithelium A social cocktail event and dinner, catered
by Rom's Italian Kitchen, will take place at the Optical
Heritage Museum at 12 Crane Street. All Exhibits will
be available for viewing. Diane Matuck and Dick Whitney will host the event that begins at 5:00pm and concludes at 7:30pm. This is the only event of the evening
requiring registration ($35) which includes the museum
pass, dinner, shuttle service and a drink ticket.
Bowman's Membrane Walk the Blue Carpet back at
the hotel as we prepare for the exciting OAM premiere of
"Sight, The Story of Vision". Before entering the Prism
Theater, walk the Blue Carpet, take pictures and shake
hands with Kris Koenig, Dr. David Fleishman and Mark
Mattison-Shupnick. Kris is the director, writer and producer of" Sight" and a two time Emmy recipient (400
Years of the Telescope). Dr. Fleishman is Chair of the
"Sight" advisory committee and creator of
www.antiquespectacles.com. Mark is the author of the Ebook for "Sight" and one of the most highly respected
experts in the optical profession.
Stroma "Sight:The Story of Vision" will be shown in
its entirety in the Prism Theater from 8:15pm - 9:15pm.
The PBS documentary presents the history of our profession and presents many of the most important advances
in optical and eye health technology in order to address
the important ocular related issues of our time. By the
way, can you guess the voice of the narrator?
Decemet's Membrane From 9:15pm - 9:30pm, attendees will have a question and answer Discussion and
gain behind the scenes insight into the making of the
film, as well as learn about community service events
that will take place throughout major cities in the US
celebrating the care we provide to the citizens of the
world.
Endothealium Yes, there will be an "After" party. Join
us in the Shades Lounge for the OAM President;' Reception where desserts and Entertainment will be provided.
With this special band, attendees will be truly welcomed
by the president at this "President's Reception"!!!

I look forward to seeing you at our Fall Conference in November! Michael Tanzi
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"Sight" planned for Southbridge (cont’d from page 1)
board. Not only did David help secure members for the board,
he and his brother Robert, a retired Pittsburgh optometrist,
supplied the seed money for the Launch Meeting that occurred
in Feb 2014. David went on to be the chairman of the advisory
board that includes fifteen key individuals in medicine, optics
and industry including Zeiss, Luxottica, Essilor, VSP and the
Brien Holden Vision Institute Foundation. The board also includes Mark Mattison-Shupnick who went on to author the
film’s 250-page companion eBook.
The broad help determine the story threads of technology, science, medicine and humanity that are used in the film and in
the associated media. Sight’s set of interconnected media includes an hour documentary, a mobile device app called Second Screen that provides play back of additional content synchronized with the film, a planetarium film titled Seeing: A
Photon’s Journey Across Space and Mind, the eBook and the
website www.Storyof Sight.com.
Funding for Sight has been provided by: Brien Holden Vision
Institute Foundation, Zeiss, Luxottica, VSP, Essilor, ALCON,
Costa del Mar, Adlens, Coopervision, New England School of
Optometry, David and Robert Fleishman, OneSight, the Vision Council, and many other organizations and individuals
that help made the project possible.
The one hour documentary will air on or around October 13th,
World Sight Day, on Public Television stations across the US.
The eBook and Second Screen app (iOS/Android) can be
downloaded from the website – www.StoryofVision.com.

Hall of Fame Award–
Dick Whitney
Dick Whitney of Carl Zeiss Vision and his colleague John Young of Colts Laboratories were
both recognized by the Vision Council’s Lab
Division Hall of Fame Banquet during Vision
Expo West in September. They were presented
this prestigious award for their outstanding contributions to the ophthalmic industry and for
their inspiration and dedication to the Optical
Heritage Museum in Southbridge where they
have both served as directors.
Congratulations Dick!

Opticians can be proud that both the OAM and the Opticians
Association of America were both early supporters of the project. In 2017, PBS affiliates around the country will partner
with participating eye care providers to sponsor free visionscreening events. The important message will be the importance of getting an eye exam.
Final note. It’s heartbreaking that Anita and Brien Holden both
passed before the completion of this film. The film has been
dedicated to both of them.

“When it comes to the public's understanding of vision
and vision care, our world will be smarter because the
SIGHT project explains what the public needs to know
about their eyes. The primary goal of the documentary,
associated planetarium film and the collateral components is to educate and inform people worldwide regarding our most treasured sense – SIGHT. The project
says to every human being on earth "have your eyes
examined." - David Fleishman, MD
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Dick Whitney received the Lab Division’s
Hall of Fame Award at Vision Expo West

OAM Education Conference Line Up
The OAM will be hosting our Annual Meeting and
Education Conference once again at the Southbridge
Hotel and Conference Center in Southbridge, MA on
November 5th and 6th.
National Expert Lecturers
We are very excited to welcome many exciting and
well recognized speakers who will be sharing their
inspiration and expertise.
The spectacle design track will feature lectures on the
importance of blocking blue light, collaborative care
and optical merchandising - all presented by Dr. Ryan
Parker, a doctor of optometry from Oklahoma and
sponsored by the generosity of our friends from Essilor. The collaborative care course entitled "Circle of
Care" presents possible interdisciplinary medical eye
health models for opticians in the near future. The optical merchandising workshop will touch upon marketing strategies that are discussed in the popular book
entitled, "Buy-ology".
We are excited to welcome back Mark Dolabany of
Dolabany Eyewear. Mark will be lecturing on topics
related to online marketing strategies, online sales
how they disrupt the optical industry, and a new
course which focuses on selling and marketing strategies based on human behavior.

Last year the OAM board of directors formed a committee
to conduct a research program dedicated to the creation of
a course that would educate our attendees on the on-line
purchasing experience (for glasses and CL's, and exams)
from the consumer's perspective. We are very excited to
present "Online Purchasing, the Consumer Experience" as
part of the Sunday selection of courses. Each member of
the research committee, who served as an optical online
consumer, George Bourque, Lisa Bourque, Andrea Carrese, Amy Lewis, Ahhyee Ma and Dan Sullivan, will
participate as a presenter in the lecture.
Diane Matuck, our optical historian, has created a new
course entitled " Optical Antiques Showcase" with Dick
Whitney in which they will present in "road show" style
several important historical artifacts and unique exhibits
from our professional history. This course, presented at the
Optical Heritage Museum on Sunday.
The retinoscopy and art of refraction courses which have
been sold out at previous meetings will be available on
Saturday (Art of Refraction) and Sunday (Retinoscopy
Using A Training Eye and Retinsoscopy Of A Patient's
Eye) by Alex Thayer, owner of Look Optical in Maynard.

Donna Schaub will present three workshops; "#Customer
Service" on Saturday and "CL Insertion and Removal" and
"So You Want To Wear CL's" on Sunday. In the "So You
Want To Wear CL's" course Donna will present all of the
components and aspects of a contact lens exam and fitting
and what a wearer needs to know in order to be a successOne of the world's leading experts in the optical ful CL wearer.
world, Mark Mattison- Shupnick from Jobson Publishing will also present three courses on topics in- Dibby Bartlett will present two courses, "How to Start an
cluding the essence of color perception, digital meas- Optical Shop with $40,000" and "Marketing Through Winurements and free form lens technology. In the digital dow Displays". Both of these courses are highly interactive
measurement workshop, attendees will have access to workshops and so much fun!! The window marketing
hand held tablets and learn how they can be used to course also features Lori Epstein, owner of Visual Eyes in
take digital measurements on your patients and cus- Boston, who is well recognized for her creative and eye
tomers. In the color perception course, Mark will catching window displays.
share the most advanced technology in ophthalmic
lens design to enhance color vision.
Kathryn Plante and Blair Wong will be present three
workshops; "Optics of the Absurd" on Saturday and "Cow
Eye Dissection" and "Building an Adnexa and Lacrimal
The contact lens track features B.W. Phillips. a na- System Model". Blair will also present a course on the
tionally recognized contact lens expert from North differences between the true power and effective power of
Carolina. B.W. will be presenting lectures on corneal an Rx based upon the manner in which the glasses are
topography as well as the myopia epidemic.
worn.

OAM Directors Presents:

"The 7th Hour" course at the end day, shares an optician's
The OAM board of directors is always excited to be story of inspiration, will feature George Bourque.
able to respond directly to the educational needs and
wishes of its members. We are honored to be able to, On Saturday we will present two review courses, one in
through the hard work and creativity of our own spectacle related optics (Blair Wong) and the other in conboard, present courses that are "homegrown" and de- tact lens related topics (Ahhyee Ma).
veloped from the suggestions of our members.
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OAM/MARDO Licensure Victory Dinner 1956

It all started when optician Jim Magay was going through some
old things and found a dusty cardboard tube. Rolled away for
decades was a remarkable photograph take in February 1956 at
the Stater Hotel in Boston of a jubilant crowd of opticians.
They were celebrating the establishment of a board of registration and licensure for dispensing opticians by the General Court
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a few months earlier. It
had been a long process of bills in the Statehouse filed over
about twenty years, starting in the 1930’s by a group known as
the Massachusetts Association of Retail Dispensing
Opticians (MARDO).
Jim’s father Robert Magay, seated at a table near the
lower right front of the photo worked for many
years as an optician in Worcester, entering the business started by his father James Oliver Magay.
Seated at his table was John Regan who worked at
the local American Optical branch.

Robert Magay

Jim donated the photograph to the Optical Heritage
Museum and I took on the challenge of identifying
other opticians from sixty years ago. I had it
scanned professionally in order to digitize and
John Regan
enlarge it.
I showed it to Paul Alony, MARDO’s president from 1975 – 77 who works at Reliant
Medical Group to see if he or Tom Lavin
could recognize some of those earlier opticians, and they identified Ken Collinson, a
Boston optician who we can all appreciate
for the court battles he won that allowed opticians in Massachusetts to continue to fit conKen Collinson lower
right sitting with Ralph tact lenses.
Rubinoff
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Standing at the head table in the
photo is Arthur Kelley, who was
MARDO’s first and longest term
president who received license #1 in
recognition for his tireless efforts to
get licensure passed.
Arthur Kelley

Paul and Tom also MA License #1
identified another future MARDO president Ralph
Rubinoff and Southbridge optician
Ritzi Camilloni, who were both
important to the development of an
opticianry program at the WorcesRitzi Camilloni
ter Industrial Technical Institute.
When the program opened in the 1960’s, they
were on the search committee to find a program
director. They set their sights on a young man
with a business degree working for American Optical by the name of Charles (Chuck) Walsh, who
taught many opticians who were lucky enough to
get into the program. It was a good excuse to call
on Chuck to see if he could identify anyone in the
photo, though it turned out to be too far before his
time with MARDO.
Peg Taylor of Accent Eyewear took a look to see
if her grandfather Herb Dane was at the dinner,
but he did not appear to be there.
Bill Eichhold was asked about his contact lens
instructor Bela Bicskei might have been in this
photo but he most likely came to the US after this
photo was taken.

The photo was passed around to opticians Pat Langone,
whose father was an optician but not present at the dinner,
and to Norman Marquis who might also have known a few
of these opticians when he entered the business, but it
seemed the identifications were easiest when made by a family member. Pat suggested I contact John Deering of Winchester Optical. This turned out to be one of my luckiest moments when I showed
the photo to John.
John found his father
Joe seated at one of the
back tables seated next
to his mother Peg.
Joe Deering far left with his wife Peg
John showed the photo
to his mother a few days later, and though she was not able
to identify anyone else from that evening, she did recognize
Mike Malloy in the photo of legislatures and remembered
going to the Statler Hotel on several occasions.
Joe Deering was the New England regional manager for
American Optical and was friendly with a large number of
opticians in those days. One of his customers was Harrison
Chadwick, a member of the General Court House of Representatives of MA who had sponsored the bill to establish the
dispensing optician board of registration in 1955. Mr.
Chadwick gave John’s father a photo taken when MA Governor Christian Herter signed the bill, accompanied by
MARDO’s president Arthur Kelley and several members of
the legislature.

John went on to show the photo to
Stan Bukowiec of Massachusetts
Opticians Inc. who was able to
identify his father, Stan Bukowiec
Sr. Both father and son had served
on the MARDO board of directors
for over 20 years and Stan Sr. had
been awarded Optician of the Year Stan Bukowiec
in the 1980’s. Both have served on
the board of The Guild of Prescription Opticians
of America.
Greg Andros suggested I contact Pat Russo’s
daughter Karen in West Springfield to see if her
father Pat Russo was in the photo. Pat was a past
president of MARDO and had received the Optician of the Year award, as well as the Lifetime
Achievement Award of the New England Contact
Lens Society. He had been president of the New
England Guild of Opticians and served as vice
president of the National Guild.
Ed Hasenjager Jr. of Edmund’s Opticians in
Springfield looked at the photo to see if his father
Edmund Sr. was in it, and to see if his uncle Ralph
Jilson, license # 5 was there, but without success.
Ed remembers as a boy his father studying for the
exam to get his license.
There’s a license list from 1981 that Gary Lawton
saved from the years of his presidency to look at
to see if there are any other opticians to research.
I’d certainly love to get an email from
anyone who might have more information
at matuck1@verizon.net. It’s been an interesting look at OAM/MARDO history
through this photograph which will be on
display at the OAM meeting in November
and can also be viewed with good resolution on the OAM Facebook page if anyone
can identify someone who may have been
at this dinner.
Thanks to everyone who has contributed
to this project.

Diane Matuck

MA Gov. Christian Herter (center) signs MA Optician licensure law in 1955. Seated to the
left is Arthur Kelley of Lynn, MA, MARDO (MA Assn of Retail Dispensing Opticians)
president and MA license #1. Photo courtesy of John Deering, Winchester Optical
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Independent Eyewear Manufacturing Tour
Imagine a world that every day you step into your building
you create artwork for citizens around the world to enhance
their style. This is the feeling you immediately get as the
doors open to Europa headquarters. This is an opticians’
Willy Wonka Chocolate Factory. The impossible becomes
possible. The imaginations become creations.
On August 9th, Kyle Beaudet, George Bourque and I found
ourselves on the doorstep of Europa International and Independent Eyewear Manufacturing (IEM). IEM is the sole
manufacturer of State Optical, Europa’s newest line of
American hand-made luxury eyewear.
Our tour was led by Marc Franchi himself; he walked us
through the process of making luxury acetate frames in the
United States. From the moment you walk through the door
you immediately recognize the detail and craftsmanship that
goes into making these frames. It is mind blowing! There
are 45 craftsmen working on the frames every single day.
Each one of them has a specific job. Three guys hand file
the temples, one woman buffs the temples, 12 people buff
the frame fronts, one gentleman works in a room alone,
drilling the logo into the temples and then adds lacquer to it,
and that is just 3 stations. There are over 75 steps in making
State Optical frames and each step is equally important and
complicated! Each one handled with care and precision!
Marc explained how creating a frame is a true team effort.
Each day, every station has a goal to process about 400
pieces. This can cause difficulty if a piece of equipment
goes down or someone calls out sick! When this does happen, it can delay the whole line for a week or more! A
frame can take up to two weeks to produce.
My first encounter with Europa was during the Opticians
Association of America’s leadership conference. When I
met Scott Shapiro I was immediately impressed with his
passion! Since then I have become friends with him and his
wife Amanda and have met several other people involved
with Europa. It is an independent company for independents,
who feel passionate about our industry. From the designers,
to the reps to the marketing director they all give the same
impression, happy to be there and passionate about our industry. Independent Eyewear Manufacturing has the same
feel. Marc knows everyone's name; everyone was smiling
and excited to show us their part in the process!
If you ever find yourself in Chicago, make a point to go and
see this facility it is worth the trip!
- Lisa Bourque
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Newest OAM Partner: ZIMCO OPTICS

Zimco Optics Inc. ® has been a family-owned
and operated business since 1978. Chief Executive Officer Allen Zimberg, and wife Joan
Zimberg, Chief Financial Officer have been
staples in the optical industry since 1950. Recognized as leaders in the optical industry,
Zimco Optics Inc. ® offers first-rate products
at a great value for men, women, and children
across the U.S.; as well as around the world.
We are known for our superior customer service; plus continually meeting /exceeding industry standards by keeping a nine-month inventory of styles and expediting delivery.
Our brand portfolio targets a diverse mix of
consumers with 11 optical and sunglass lines
spanning a range of value, moderate, and high
-end price points. Our nine in-house brands
are: Attitudes, Blu, Carlo Capucci, Elements,
Fission, Kidco, Oxygen, Retro, and Sierra, as
well two licensee brands, Harve Bernard and
English Laundry.
Located in the heart of Sheepshead Bay
Brooklyn, New York, Zimco has remained the
optical industries foremost leader and has sustained a finger on the pulse of fashion, bringing unique selections of eyewear to the world
for more than thirty years.
For more information, please
contact Gerry Taylor using the
information below:

OAM at the Patriots Place Cinema!
OAM held its first ever Cinema Meeting on June 5th in Foxboro, MA. Billed as an eyewear design seminar for ABO continuing education credits, three dynamic speakers, Todd Berberian of Todd Rogers Eyewear, David Friedfeld of ClearVision Optical and Scott Shapiro of Europa International each
discussed the future of eyewear designed and made in America.

also means that replacement parts can be made
on demand when needed.
Scott Shapiro of Europa International told the
story of STATE Optical, created to produce
quality luxury eyewear and instill the pride of
made in America that was once common in the
industry. Opticians are a critical group to reach
who can explain what goes into the making of a
frame, and there is an open invitation to visit the
company plant in Chicago to see the process
firsthand. One of the other key benefits Scott
hopes will be realized is inventory control which
will in turn reduce overruns and backorders.

Todd Berberian has been an independent optician in MA for
over twenty years. He kicked off the program in a lighthearted way by video interviewing himself, focusing on his
design technique and the quality of the frame components he
uses. Todd explained the story behind his company tagline
“Designed by an Optician, Made to be Worn” and the influ- OAM holds spring and fall continuing education
ence of his wife who, after becoming a dad, encouraged him meetings in central locations in the state for
to create Jackson Rogers, a line of quality kids eyewear.
about 300 attendees and 35 corporate partners,
but with MA being 190 miles long, the idea to
hold smaller cinema meetings in other locations
proved to be a success. The seating was comfortable for the big screen that was easily viewed.
The OAM would like to thank corporate partner
Hilco for donating raffle prizes, and hopes to
hold more of this type of meeting in the future.

Todd Berberian interviews himself on the big screen

David Friedfeld of ClearVision Optical started his talk by
mentioning his father being
an optician and his parents
starting the company that he
and his brother now run.
While traditional frame
manufacturing is a subtractive process, 3D printing for
frame making is an additive
process that uses less material, in a much shorter
amount of time. Less time
means that new frame prototypes made using 3D printing can be evaluated in
weeks rather than months
which the company did
when they had opticians give
feedback on the company’s
Dilli Dalli kids eyewear. It

Most comfortable seating ever!

Blair Wong introducing the speakers

Cinema speakers left to right: Scott Shapriio (Europa)
David Friedfleld (Clearvision) and Todd Berberian
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OAM GOLF at Blackstone National—Sept 18th
Thanks to all the
Sponsors!

It was another nice day to play golf at the
OAM’s 18th Annual Scholarship & Education Tournament held for the 2nd year at
Blackstone National Golf Course in Sutton.
Thirteen teams turned out for the afternoon
event, followed by a terrific barbeque dinner.
Thanks for Denise Cook , Dibby Bartlett and
others behind the scenes for organizing and
running the event and to everyone who sponsored holes and donated prizes for the raffle.

ABB Optical
Accu Rx
Charmant
Chelmsford Optometric
Clearvision Optical
Concord Optical
Costa Del Mar
Essilor Crown Optical Lab
Europa Eyewear
FGX International
Hilco Vision
Luxottica
Marchon
Mass Eye & Ear
Maui Jim
McLeod Optical
Nassau Vision Group
OpticalProductsOnline.com
Optika Eyewear
OVVO
Pearle Vision-Brockton &
Mansfield
Perferx Precision Optical
Randolph Engineering
REM Eyewear
Ron’s Optical
Silhouette
Todd Rogers Eyewear
Villavecchia Buying Group
Visual Eyes Inc. Boston

Mike Player of Aspex in action

Andrea Carrese, Debbie Van Vort of Marcolin and
Dibby Bartlett helped get everything ready

This years winners: Wally Gagne, Todd Wiles,
Tyler Leroux and Ryan Leroux

Second place winners: Dave Matulis,
John Narkowitz and John Failla from CT

Most Original Team Shirt:
Todd Rogers Eyewear!
Behind the scenes team: Diane Matuck,
Andrea Carrese, Dibby Bartlett, Denise Cook,
Lia and Michael Iacono
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Great buffet from the grill!

A Look at Online Eye Exams and Glasses
We are all aware of the importance of technological advances in science and medicine. In optical,
we embrace it in new product offerings for our
patients and appreciate how it has reshaped the
eye exam process over the years. Yet there are
some recent innovations that seem to stretch our
more classic understanding of the eye exam refraction. In January of this year (2016), the OAM
Board of Directors gave approval and funding to
form a committee to test one of the newest optical
technologies available to consumers.
Opternative.com is a site promoting that their
online exam "...is as accurate as an in-person refractive eye exam". As professionals, we know
that a crucial component of any 'eye exam' as we
know it is the eye health evaluation. Examining
the health of the cornea, lids, glands, lens, macula,
retina and testing for glaucoma is essential to what
we all consider a comprehensive eye exam. Opternative makes it clear that their exam "... is not a
replacement for a comprehensive eye health examination....and encourage everyone to obtain a
comprehensive eye health exam at least once
every 2 years." They will, though, give the user a
prescription for eyeglasses and/or contact lenses.
We had five individuals from the OAM Board
take the Opternative exam and, utilizing the prescription results, order glasses from online vendors. We also had one non-Board member complete the Opternative exam and request a contact
lens prescription. Of the five people ordering
glasses, three had existing Rx's: one was a hyperope, one was mildly nearsighted (-1.00) and one
was nearsighted in the -3.50 w/cyl range The other
two individuals didn't wear glasses, even though
they each had a mild Rx need
The purpose of this exercise was simply to gain
knowledge and pass it on to OAM members. We
knew before we began that this was not a truly
scientific study simply because of the small sample size and the fact that we have a vested interest
in the results. Yet, the rules were simple. Each
person agreed to attempt to be as unbiased as possible and try to match an average consumer's
knowledge and expectations as they went through
the process of the exam and ordering glasses. Also
they had to follow the directions exactly as recommended on the websites. For instance, if they recommended you take your PD by printing a PD
ruler and standing in front of a mirror then that's
what they were to do. They were also to wear the

resulting Rx from Opternative and online glasses for one
week to try to get used to them as we
would advise our patients (unless it
made them feel unsafe). Finally, they
agreed to complete questionnaires on
both their Opternative exam/results
and their online eyeglass experience.
The results from both the online eye
exam and from ordering/wearing
glasses ordered online were fair, insightful, remarkably interesting and
unfortunately much too involved to
go into any detail here in this article.
The report goes into detail describing
the things that they do well and the
things they don't do well or at all
(that we do all of the time). The
glasses were purchased from the following online sites: Warby Parker,
Made Eyewear, Frames Direct,
Zenni and Coastal.

Ahhyee Ma wearing her
new online eyeglasses

The team's insight found that ordering glasses online often offered convenience, price, social connection,
good marketing and occasional phi- Andrea Carrese’s glasses
at the hinge with her
lanthropy.
They don't offer fit broke
first frame adjustment!
evaluation, advice, lens options, PD,
delivery adjusting,...etc. There are
separate two page reports regarding the great work this team
did for both the Opternative portion and the online glasses
portion. Read the team members answers to the questionnaires which gives greater insight to their experiences and
thoughts. This is easy and fun reading for opticians, includes
photos taken and has been posted on the OAM website.
At this point I'd like to mention that any fear for the demise
of the brick and mortar optical store couldn't be more wrong.
Every industry and profession faces change as technology
evolves and consumers experiment. Every industry needs to
evaluate and re-invent to stay current and appealing to consumers. Here's a quote from Vision Monday Editor Marge
Axelrad in her August 15th article: "I happened to read a blog
post a few months ago that talked about how the rise of
online retail was 'breathing new life' into physical brick-andmortar stores...and we see it as retailers of all types (employ)
smartphones and tablets..." In addition she mentions the
"...rediscovery of 'shopping local'...".
Blair Wong is preparing a 1 hour CEC for the Fall OAM
Conference reviewing the reports and results! All of the team
participants will be there to help explain the process, results
and to answer any questions you may have. The glasses purchased online will also be available for you to examine.

- Dan Sullivan
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Please support our Partners
ABB CONCISE
ACCU RX
ALCON VISION CARE
BAUSCH & LOMB
BOSTON EYE DESIGN
CARL ZEISS VISION – NORTHEAST
CHARMANT
CHERRY OPTICAL
CLEARVISION
COBURN TECHNOLGIES
COOPERVISION
COSTA SUNGLASSES
DOLABANY EYEWEAR
ESSILOR INSTRUMENTS
ESSILOR OF AMERICA – CROWN
EUROPA INTERNATIONAL
FGX INERNATIONAL
FYSH & KLIIK
HILCO
HOYA VISION CARE
KENMARK
LUXOTTICA
MCGEE GROUP
MCLEOD OPTICAL
MARCHON
MENICON AMERICA
MICHAEL SHAER OPTICAL
MODO EYEWEAR
NASSAU VISION
OVVO OPTICS
PARTNERS IN VISION
PERFERX PRECISION OPTICAL
PRODESIGN
RANDOLPH
REM EYEWEAR
SAFILO, USA
SHO EYEWORKS
TODD ROGERS EYEWEAR
US OPTICAL
VARILUX
VICTORY/EAGLE EYEWEAR
VILLA VENETA EYEWEAR
VISION-EASE LENS
ZIMCO OPTICS

Save the Dates:
Nov 5th—Southbridge Museum Dinner & “Sight” Premiere at Prism Theater!
Nov 6th—OAM Fall Conference & Annual Meeting in Southbridge

